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Ive referred to this handy chart while writing emails in romaji and while doing homework so it was

agood purchase. However as the title states -- it's written in kana and contains no kanji which is

verydisappointing. Also I feel it's too "easy" for anything beyond 1st year Nihongo. Topics

includecounters/colors/time/food/anatomy/hobbies. Very basic. They need to make a chart for look

alike kanji!!!

This is a really great go to guide. It was much more than I expected. I thought it would only be two

pages when opened up but there was much more than that (front and back). Overall I am very

happy with this purchase.

I ordered this just remind myself about basic vocabulary words that sometimes you forget when you

are studying Japanese especially if you don't have someone to speak Japanese with this is pretty

handy especially if you place it inside of your binder and you can just simply reference back to it and

go back and forth and continue studying



Wow! This is a travel guide that is way better than the microscopic books I used to carry around. It is

a tri fold, so six sides of useful information, in order. Excellent quick reference for beginners or

people looking to keep up some basic skills. Best buy in my opinion.

Concise and easy to consult basics of Japanese language. My daughter is in the process of

teaching the language to herself and has found this incredibly helpful. It fits easily in her school

binder for studying in the car or on the bus.

I purchased this chart for my Japanese language class last semester, and it was a life saver! The

chart makes finding information a breeze, and I recommend it to anyone who is trying to learn

Japanese.

I gifted this to someone and they love it. It's a quick-study reference and guide (as listed), very

basic, and it's laminated so it can endure lots of handling and remain looking great. My gift recipient

wanted to begin slowly, as learning a new language can seem daunting at first. He keeps it nearby,

to repeatedly familiarize himself with the vocabulary. Although basic, it still contains a lot of

information, front and back. The guide is about the size of a sheet of paper (see listed dimensions)

so it's not for sticking in your pocket on-the-go; it's certainly not a problem, just a heads up for a

potential buyer. :)

Nice chart. I like the fact that there is the use of Japanese hiragana and English for one to

pronounce the words. I'm trying to teach my kids basic Japanese for fun and this helps. I already

have a hiragana and katakana chart, so they can make the connection when trying read the

Japanese part. The chart is also laminated and bends in a trifold with 3 prong holes on one side. I'm

very happy with this purchase.
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